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Back to back years of large borrowing is taking a toll on the long bond prices.



Unprecedented levels of excess INR liquidity, ~ 6 lakh crore & record low rates on RR has supported
bond prices till now. But term premium remains at record elevated levels.



Bond yield chart and the curve chart both are suggesting that RBI will have to remain an active yield
manager in CY21 to keep yields in check and not adversely impacting growth.



RBI can unleash: (i) OMOs (ii) long duration repos (iii) operation twist (iv) higher HTM limits



A lack of support can bear steepen yield curve and send 10 year towards 6.22% and even 6.40%

USD/INR


EVENT TO WATCH: It is RBI day. RBI is not expected to move on rates. However, market will watching
for their action on liquidity and bonds and definitely the forward guidance on policy rates.



With 10 year yields anchored above 6%, there needs to be clarity from the central bank as to how it
will respond to rising yields due to huge government borrowing. In FYTD, they have absorbed a little
over quarter of the issuance of the government, primarily via operation twist. A lack of clear hint, can
send the 10 year yields towards 6.23% from 6.07% now, which can be negative for INR.



TRADE BIAS: Positional view remains DOWN. However, with RBI having defended 72.75 well, short
covering rallies can offer opportunity to sell between 73.50/80 region in Feb futures.



LEVELS TO WATCH: Support @ 73.00 & 72.80 on Feb fut. Resistance @ 73.50 & 73.80.

EUR/USD

&
EUR/INR


EVENT TO WATCH: US jobs report, NFP, will be released tonight. US jobless claims, employment
component of ISM and ADP, all point to a strong report. If the release is as expected, EURUSD may
come under further selling pressure.



Euro continues to drift lower, as construction sector from Germany was weaker and slow
vaccinations in the Eurozone continue to act as a headwind.



TRADE BIAS: EURUSD remains weak. As a result, EURINR too can slide further towards 87.00.



LEVELS TO WATCH: Support @ 87.30 & 87.00 on Feb fut. Resistance @ 87.85 & 88.05.

GBP/USD

&
GBP/INR


GBP shot higher overnight after Bank of England refrained from pitching for the negative interest rates
in UK. Although the BoE told banks to start preparing for negative interest rates, it also stressed that
the move may not be necessary.



GBPUSD & GBPINR lacks a dominant theme as Brexit drama is over. Hence, range trading is likely.



TRADE BIAS: GBPUSD may oscillate within a range of 1.3620 and 1.3720. GBPINR’s range: 99.50100.50.



LEVELS TO WATCH: Support @ 99.70 & 99.40 on Feb fut. Resistance @ 100.20 & 100.50.

USD/JPY

&
JPY/INR


USDJPY holding above 104.00 augurs negatively for JPYINR as higher the USDJPY travels, the more
downside pressure on JPYINR, assuming USDINR remains rangebound.



With US bond yields having reached levels, where it has become attractive for Japanese bond buyers,
even on currency hedge basis, can be positive for the USDJPY and hence negative for JPYINR.



TRADE BIAS: With USDJPY now a buy on decline with SL on a daily close below 104.00. JPYINR is a
sell on rise.



LEVELS TO WATCH: Support @ 69.25 & 69.00 on Feb fut. Resistance @ 69.55 & 69.80.
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314
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146
(1,358)



The three factors that drive the value of USDINR: (i) speculative bets in USDINR derivatives (ii) capital
flows including FPI flows (iii) RBI intervention.



Thanks to strong economic recovery, FPI inflows have surged in equity and is now the highest
amongst EMs in FY21.



We are seeing some inflows in debt after a dismal Jan. If flows pickup, then it can be +ve for INR.

STRATEGIC
BETS

FX PAIR

POSITIONAL VIEW (1 to 2 MONTH)

USD/INR

Due to robust foreign capital inflows into India and high forward premium (carry) I remain bearish on
USDINR. Once it sustainably breaks 72.75 on spot, it can take a shot 72.00 levels.

JPY/INR

With USDJPY breaking out and having possibility of a moving above 106.00 levels, JPYINR has the
potential to fall as low as 69.00 levels. Sell on rise with stop above 70.20

*** For intra-day and short term calls kindly refer to our trading calls issues via email / whatsApp
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